
The Rise active patient lift is designed with the user in mind.

Its very compact base makes the lift very manoeuvrable

and particularly well-suited for use in small spaces. Due

to the short footplate, the Rise can be positioned close to

the patient, bringing the handles within easy reach. Finally

the swift and easy-to-follow lifting speed and the leg rest 

with memory foam top layer guarantee a comfortable 

lifting experience for all.

The Rise is standard equipped with an internal NiMH battery

with charger. The very large capacity of the battery ensures

that the lift is always ready for use.

The patented esense drive system makes it possible to move

the lift with minimal force in any direction. A force sensor in

the handlebar feels how the lift is pushed and translates this to

the right direction and speed of the electric wheel under the lift.

The low operating forces prevent physical complaints caused by

pushing and pulling. The intuitive control guarantees a minimal

learning time. Additionally esense patient lifts are standard 

equipped with Ergo feedback to alert the user when too much

force is used to move the lift. The live feedback helps users  

to work within the ergonomic guidelines and thus contributes 

directly to prevent physical overload.
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Rise stand up lift: compact,  
quick and comfortable
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180 kg

90 cm

11,5 cm

64,5 cm

84,5 cm

75 cm

IPX2

NiMH 

24V 9Ah

75

500 x

RiseSpecifications

**

*

Weight capacity

Length of base (frame)

Height of base

Maximum width frame - closed legs

Maximum internal width frame - open legs

Vertical range

Protection grade

Battery type

Battery voltage and capacity

Average number of transfers on a full battery

Guaranteed battery lifetime in charge cycles

* The Rise is also available in a manual version without esense drive system. This version is equipped with a lower capacity battery.

** Calculation available upon request. 

Comfortable
leg rest

Compact base

Support to
full stand

Swift and
easy-to-follow
lifting speed

Electric drive
system

Ergo feedback
on hand control

Handlebar with
force sensors
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